
Top Concerns:  

 Repair to Esplanades on South Wayne 

The contractor will repair all disturbed soil in the median. This includes new topsoil and seed 

 

 Trash and debris being left in holes or on worksite 

Contractor has been informed and will throw trash away in designated areas. 

 

 Vehicle and pedestrian safety at Maple Grove 

We have asked the contractor to pull the pipe from the east side of the median to allow for more 

visibility. This should be done next week. 

 

 Noise outside of posted work hours 

Construction in Indiana requires cooperation from the weather.  The contractor intends to work 10 

hours days and possibly Saturdays. Occasionally, but rarely, those hours may be extended to finish 

up certain tasks.   
 

 Traffic stoppages as workers double park to use portable toilet 

We have spoken to the contractor, and they are addressing this with their employees.  If this 

continues to be a problem please let Nick Rupley know at Nicholas.Rupley@cityoffortwayne.org. 

 

 Water disruptions/discoloration for non-Arlington residents not getting paper mailers 

If there are temporary disruptions the contractor hands out notices to the front door with a 48-hour 

notice for water main shut down.  These are usually placed in the front door.  If this is not occurring, 

please let Nick know at Nicholas.Rupley@cityoffortwayne.org.  

 

We have not had calls about discoloration – but if homeowners experience this they should call Nick 

Rupley at 427- 5576 or 311.  
 

 Still needing info on where Phase II of project will be, and will South Wayne continue to 

be the work yard 

Phase II is in design. The design work should be done by early this summer.  At this point we do not 

know when it will bid. The staging area has not been determined and will not be until the bid is 

awarded. The contractor is responsible for locating a staging area. 

 

 

Written responses received by Southwood Park: 

 

 I’m concerned about the lack of notice the city gave to residents of S Wayne about the 

major traffic disruptions regarding the Arlington water main replacement. The intersection 

in front of our house is FILLED with concrete, debris, and construction equipment 24/7, 

despite assertions from the city that this intersection would remain open after working 

hours. The contractor is responsible for finding a staging area after the bid is awarded.  They 

applied for a permit to stage in the public right-of-way on South Wayne and were given that 
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permit. They applied for a second permit to close the close the intersection in question. At 

the time of our last correspondence with your neighborhood, I was not aware that they had 

applied for a second permit.   

 

That it’s restored to its original beauty. The contractor will repair all disturbed soil in the median. 

This includes new topsoil and seed 

 

 The storage container is directly in front of my home, along with equipment and the port a 

John. Vehicles are constantly stopping in the street, blocking traffic while the port a John 

is I being used. I was informed by the project manager that this project would be for two 

months. Now, I understand the project will be ongoing until at least August. We were 

never informed what is happening on South Wayne, no notice of the intersection closure, 

the equipment in the parkway, a “public” toilet out my front door, excessive noise and 

traffic. Considering the restrictive circumstances of today, I believe we should have been 

pre warned, and not being surprised. While the work needs to be be done, the sections of 

Arlington being worked on will not be as impacted for as long compared to South Wayne, 

from Pasadena to Pettit. As I type this, I hear the constant beeping of vehicles backing up. 

 The contractor secures the staging area after being awarded the bid, but we agree, that we 

can gather this information in advance and notify neighborhoods when they have secured 

public right-of-way for staging.  The area will be restored, and we are working with the 

contractor to manage the area – including litter, double parking etc.  

 

 I am concerned the S Wayne & Sherwood Terrace intersection is closed when it was 

stated that it would be open every night. Plus the intersection at Maplegrove is now 

dangerous because equipment is placed so close to the street. We were given no notice 

about this project at all. I understand that it is an important project that needs to be done, 

but the city should have been courteous and let us know. I am extremely concerned that 

the boulevards will not be regraded and reseeded and will look horrible after this. Plus, I’ll 

be shocked if the curbs aren’t destroyed after heavy equipment is consistently being 

driven over them. What are the plans to fix all of the damage that is occurring? 

 Part of the contract calls for restoration and that will be done at the end of the project.  

Residents are always able to contact us if they have a concern. 

 

 My household experienced some irregularities with water pressure a few days ago, and 

noticed discoloration of water. The city has not made us aware if this was safe to drink, or 

if we need to make preparations for bottled water. Additionally, I was concerned that this 

might be coming to our road next, and after seeing the holes and destruction of the South 

Wayne medians and yards, I was concerned with how a project like this might impact our 

road. Will they reseed the grass, or pay damages so that the neighborhood association is 

not absorbing this cost? Are there more projects planned in our area? Thank you!  
 



 If there are temporary disruptions the contractor hands out notices to the front door with a 

48-hour notice for water main shut down.  These are usually placed in the front door. Please 

notify Nick if this is not occurring.  

 We have not had calls about discoloration or water pressure issues but if homeowners have 

an occurrence, they should call Nick Rupley at 427- 5576 or 311. If you have a name and 

address for this person, I can have Nick contact them. 

 

We live on the corner of Arlington and Pettit. We were aware that this project would be starting 

first here. However, last week there were multiple vehicles that had parked on our lawn. Our front 

lawn is now dug up from the trucks parked on our lawn on Pettit. There were also multiple large 

rusty staples that were on our sidewalk that our son found. Our water was turned off last week for 

a short time but we weren’t notified that it was getting turned off until we called city utilities. There 

was also large pieces of equipment left on our lawn over the weekend. We will address this with 

the contractor.  Do you have a name and address, Nick will reach out to these residents?  

  

 It would be nice if we could get advanced notice of water shut offs - If there are temporary 

disruptions the contractor hands out notices to the front door with a 48-hour notice for 

water main shut down.  These are usually placed in the front door. If this is not happening – 

please contact Nick Rupley.  

 

 Noise, destruction of trees, the trash. We have addressed this with the contractor. Please 

email Nick if this continues to be an issue.  

 

 Though I don’t live close to the area, I worry for the water safety of those nearby 

residents. This is a beautiful neighborhood. The association has invested money and 

volunteer hours to beautify the neighborhood. Yard damage needs restored.  Yes, 

restoration will occur when the project is complete. 

 

 The intersection at S Wayne and Maple Grove is really dangerous now. You can’t see the 

northbound traffic around the big black pipes they have setting in the grassy median. 

Someone is going to get seriously hurt. It’s super frustrating that the Sherwood 

intersection is closed (our block) and it’s frustrating how they have destroyed the 

landscaping... but I’m much more concerned right now about the danger at Maple Grove. 

That’s my main concern. Thank you. 

 We have asked the contractor to pull the pipe from the east side of the median to allow for 

more visibility. This should be done next week. 

 

 The first week they were working my water got a weird yellow color. It’s gone now. But it 

was pretty concerning. I have also seen a bunch of trash down in the holes they are 

making - water bottles, plastic, McDonald’s cup. Wondering if they plan to clean them out 

before filling back up with dirt. They start pretty early in the morning. I’m up, but thinking 

of others. I get it that the work has to get done, not sure what is best as far as timing. And 

my main concern is how well all of this mess will go back to normal when they are down. 



That section of South Wayne is going to be destroyed. There are huge piles of dirt, stone 

and supplies everywhere. The grass will need replanted. I just hope the city is committed 

to making it right afterward. Thanks!!! If homeowners notice discoloration, please have 

them contact Nick Rupley at 427- 5576 or 311. If you have a name and address for this 

person, I can have Nick contact them.  

  

 

 A temporary stop sign needs to be placed at South Wayne and Maple Grove 

(northbound). Drivers cannot see around the pile of pipes at that intersection and I am 

worried that someone will be injured.  

 We have asked the contractor to pull the pipe from the east side of the median to allow for 

more visibility. This should be done next week. 

 

 
 


